Abstract. The article deals with socio-communicative aspect of colloquial language as a translation problem. The adaptive strategy in translating French colloquial words is examined. The procedures and techniques of rendering the colloquial component of G. Musso's novel "Call from an Angel" in the Ukrainian translation are analysed.
Introduction. The study of translation activities, aimed to achieve the adequacy of translation, is one of the fundamental issues of modern translation. The adaptive translation strategy, as a way of overcoming the interlingual and intercultural asymmetry, provides a set of translation tactics that help to transfer the pragmatic potential of the source, the author's intentions and avoid interference in translation. Linguistic and cultural asymmetry between the recipients of the original and translation texts determines the application of an adaptive strategy in translating the fiction text. Adaptive translation strategy consists in adding, eliminating and replacing the source text elements [5, p. 85-87 ].
An analytical review of various definitions of the term "adaptation" shows that current and, accordingly, common in modern translation science is the understanding of adaptation as an important creative component of translation process, aimed at providing a functional and complete replacement of the source text. Similar translation activities aimed to achieving the adequacy of the translation due to the neutralization of the language and cultural barrier of the original and translation texts are called "pragmatic" [7] , or "linguo-cultural" adaptation of the source text [5; 6] .
The goal. This article aims not only at examining adaptation as translation strategy, but also at analysing and demonstrating the basic adaptive techniques of French low colloquial units of different registers used by K. Yermolayeva in translating the G. Musso's novel "Call from an Angel".
Materials and methods. A descriptive method with some techniques of contextual analysis and synthesis is used for the systematic description of illustrative and theoretical material. The method of translation studies analysis was used to identify regular matches and translation deviations from the original text. The sample collection method gave an opportunity to identify and organize the necessary language units. The methods of linguistic, stylistic and comparative analysis were applied to determine the typical paradigmatic and stylistic features of the low colloquial elements and their translation. The contextual analysis and the method of component analysis helped to determine the explicit and implicit connotative components of the structure of the studied units in the original text and the specifics of their reproduction in translation.
A brief review of publications on the subject. We start with an attempt to clarify the notion of adaptation in translation studies. In this case, is it possible to say that adaptation does not have the right to exist in today's theory and practice of translation? As it turns out, the concept "adaptation" is ambiguous [7] . On the one hand, it exists its various definitions. On the other hand, they clearly emphasize the significance of adaptation's domesticating nature. H. Vandal-Sirois and G.L. Bastin pay attention to the applying of adaptation in practice [16, p. 26] . They also note that adaptations take place on the cultural or pragmatic levels at least as much as on the linguistic or textual level.
L.L. Neliubyn defines adaptation in as a technique of creating correspondences by changing the described situation in order to achieve the same effect on the receptor [4, p. 12] . Adaptation as a means of convergence of two linguistic and cultural realities in translating has the entire right to exist, as evidenced by numerous translations of H. Kochur, who widely uses tactics of substitution to adapt the translated text to the norms of the target language, with the preservation of the original versifying system and rhythm [7] . H. Kochur protects the preserving the authenticity of the original in the translation, criticizing the "smoothing" of the translation language, because "the heroes are speaking, not writing treatises": "a writer gets down hardly from the right path and allows him some kind of obscenity, how to intervene: to eliminate a dangerous place or rewrite it so that it corresponds to our idea of a good practice" [2, p. 565] .
Thus, we conclude that the method of rendering the colloquially marked elements of a foreign fiction text by means of Ukrainian may not be one vector. On the one hand, it is not necessary to simplify the live language of the source, but to use all the lexical diversity of Ukrainian, without forgetting dialect and vernacular words. And on the other hand, "over colouring" and domestication of translations are not appropriate [1, p. 101] Adaptation is very peculiar and differs in many ways from any other translative strategies. It may "be understood as a set of translative interventions which result in a text that is not generally accepted as a translation but is nevertheless recognized as representing a source text" [8, p. 3] . The nature of adaptation is such that "may embrace numerous vague notions such as appropriation, domestication, imitation, rewriting, and so on" [8, p. 3] .
In fact, the notion of adaptation was discussed, supported or severely criticized in the field of translation studies and often called 'an abusive form of translation' (16, p. 21 It is important to note that adaptation as one of a number of translation strategies, adaptation can be defined in a technical and objective way. Perhaps, one of the first definitions of the notion of adaptation is J.-P. Vinay and J. Darbelnet's, who list adaptation s heir seventh translation procedure: adaptation is a procedure which can be used whenever he context referred to in the original text does not exist in the culture of the target text, thereby necessitating some form of re-creation [8, p. 3] .
In Translation Studies we can assume without any doubts that adaptation is the most efficient communicational strategy. Although it is a tactical tool used to solve isolated communicational problems or conflicts. G.L. Bastin examines the implications of adaptation as tactical and strategic ways of solving cultural dissimilarities from the translation studies perspective. G.L. Bastin shows that adaptation in translation studies is at the crossroads of various disciplines that it can enrich [9, p. 73] . Developing the theory of M. Tymoczko [15] L. Raw proposes an extension of intellectual field that will 'expend the conception of translation [and adaptation], moving it beyond dominant, parochial, and stereotypical thinking about […] processes and products' [14, p. 3] .
Results and discussion. Adaptation has always been defined in relation to something else -a specific style, linguistic conventions or a communication model. Translation studies as an independent discipline now enables us to study adaptation on its own terms, as both a local and a global procedure. It is imperative to acknowledge adaptation as a type of creative process which seeks to restore the balance of communication that is often disrupted by traditional forms of translation. Only by treating it as a legitimate strategy can we begin to understand the motivation for using it and to appreciate the relationship between it and other forms of conventional translation [8, p. 3-6] .
J. R. Morton Gledhill focuses on a strategic approach to translation, observing its fundamental aspect due to many forms of translation, all of which have their validity depending the translator's aims and circumstances. These range from close translation to recreations and include intermediary stages such as adaptations [12, p. 5] . He also insists on the importance of semantic and communicative adaptation as one of many factors (target readership, publishing contract, general strategy domesticating and rewriting) influencing the strategic approach [12, p. 143] .
G.L. Bastin defines the most common factors or conditions which cause translators to resort to adaptation (8, p. 5): 1) cross-code breakdown: where there are simply no lexical equivalents in the target language (especially common in the case of translating metalanguage); 2) situational or cultural inadequacy : where the context or views referred to in the original text do not exist or do not apply in the target culture; 3) genre switching : a change from one discourse type to another (e.g. from adult to children's literature) often entails a global re-creation of the original text; 4) disruption of the communication process : the emergence of a new epoch or approach or the need to address a different type of readership often requires modifications in style, content and/or presentation.
The conditions of applying adaptation (cross-code breakdown, situational or cultural inadequacy, genre switching, disruption of the communication process), which in practice may exist simultaneously, can lead to two major types of adaptation: local adaptation, caused by problems arising from the original text itself and limited to certain parts of it (as in the first two conditions), and global adaptation, which is determined by factors outside the original text and which involves a more wide-ranging revision (8, p. 5).
Adaptive strategy involves three main actions (tactics) of the translator: various substitutions of elements of the source text, elimination of some elements and addition of new elements. As for substitutions, they may have a synonym character (instead of the direct equivalent, an interlingual synonym (analogue) of the original word is used), hyponymic and hyperonymic character (a unit of the original text is replaced by a hyponym or hyperonym, resulting in a semantic transformation of concretisation or generalisation). In addition, the translation substitutions may become antonymic, and also use modulations related to changing the vector of semantic relations (for example, conversion of cause and consequence and vice versa) [7] .
T. Volkova and M. Zubenina point out that sociocultural adaptation tends to be viewed in terms of techniques and strategies of pragmatic adaptation (omission, expansion, exoticism, updating and creation, and pragmatic strategies include explicitness change, interpersonal change, illocutionary change, coherence change, partial translation, visibility change, and transediting) [17, p. 104] . Although thee argue that sociocultural adaptation techniques may be illustrated by transcription / transliteration, generalization, translation y more neutral equivalents, translation by cultural substitution, translation using a loan word, translation by paraphrase, translation by omission / edition, translation by illustration, functional equivalence, formal equivalence, and descriptive translation [17, p. 104] .
In terms of mode of adaptation, G.L. Bastin proposes to distinguish following procedures used by the translator: 1) transcription of the original (word-for-word reproduction of part of the text in the original language, usually accompanied by a literal translation); 2) omission (the elimination or implicitation of part of the text); 3) expansion: the addition or explicitation of source information, either in the main body or in a foreword, footnotes or a glossary; 4) exoticism (the substitution of stretches of slang, dialect, nonsense words, etc. in the original text by rough equivalents in the target language); 5) updating (the replacement of outdated or obscure information by modern equivalents); 6) situational or cultural adequacy (the recreation of a context hat is more familiar or culturally appropriate from the target reader's perspective than the one used in the original); 7) creation (a more global replacement of the original text with a text that preserves only the essential message/ideas/functions of the original) [8, p. 5] .
As for rendering of multi-register colloquial speech in the translation we propose to identify the socio-cultural adaptive strategy including linguo-register, sociocommunicative, socio-stylistic, linguo-cultural and sociolinguistic translation tactics. Linguo-register tactics involves the use of appropriate adaptives: the replacement of the original register by the same or equivalent register of the target language, the replacement of the lower to the higher register, the replacement of the higher to the lower register. Socio-communicative adaptation provides situational, occasional, variational/synonymous adaptives. Social-figurative equivalent, analogue and calque we distinguish in the arsenal of socio-stylistic adaptation. Socio-linguistic adaptation contains complete and partial formal adaptives and transformations. Notional, conceptual, semantic adaptives fill linguo-cultural adaptation.
Thus, we study in details the characteristics of fiction heroes' colloquial speech that leads to different adaptations, namely the marks of spoken language, the lexical register, cultural references and playful aspects. The use of low colloquial words is not only in characters' speech, but in the author's language. It complicates the understanding of socio-communicative and aesthetic function of low colloquial units in a fiction text by French speaking people and especially by foreign recipients. In this case translators use some techniques of adaptive strategy. For example, translating the G. Musso's novel "Call from an Angel" K. Yermolayeva use full form (колишній "a former partner") of the truncated word ex ("a former partner"): Vous y avez camouflé ceux de vos ex [13] … -Ви заховали там номери своїх колишніх [3, p.6]… Even without this preliminary analysis, the translator feels instinctively that he cannot literally translate a certain number of stylistic marks, which obviously seem unacceptable in target language (in our case -Ukrainian). That's why he/she is forced to consider the stylistic marks of low colloquial French (e.g. truncated lexemes) as a cultural characteristic to adapt to the Ukrainian public. Therefore, translators have difficulties in rendering different types of French colloquial truncated lexemes. Particularly the translator of Musso's novel uses full forms of the truncated words that causes the loss of colloquial colouring not only of a separate word but also of the whole text and it can be illustrated by the truncated unit parano and ch'ais: 1. Ne sois pas parano [13] ! Не будь параноїком [3, p.8]! 2. -Ch'ais pas [13] . -Та не знаю я [3, p.59].
In the case of the translation of colloquial words, the best option available seems to lie in a strategy that ensures performing the same function of the original as well as rendering its communicative effect regardless of formal considerations on the syntactic and lexical levels. Functional equivalence means using an equivalent in the target language culture whose function is similar to that of the source language culture: C'était sympa d'avoir toujours sur soi une photo rigolote à montrer aux collègues [13] . -Це ж так прикольно, завжди мати із собою смішну фотку, аби показати колегам [3, p. 6 ]. An examination of the Ukrainian translation shows that the translator uses a combination of functional equivalence plus compensation, because смішна is not colloquial word but фотка is colloquial.
If there is a conflict between the source language culture and target language culture having the different cultural imaginations, the translator should put the target language readers' acceptance at the first place to achieve the functional equality, as we can observe in the case with colloquial denominations of people (conne, abruti, nana): 1. Quelle conne [13] Language varieties and registers are of great importance for the translation of colloquial lexemes. Thus, it is important for the translator to be aware of the linguistic and socio-linguistic elements in translating in general and in translating colloquial words in particular. Occasionally, the translator replaces a source argot word by a target argot word: -Tu es mon seul vrai copain, mon seul vrai poteau [13] … -Ти мій єдиний справжній друг, мій єдиний справжній кореш [3, p. 37]… As we can see, poteau "friend" is adapted in Ukrainian кореш with the same meaning, but borrowed from Russian argot vocabulary.
Adaptation plays a key role in translating colloquial words. However, we are dealing with adaptation that reduces the translated text effect on its reader. It is a case of the replacement procedure of the lower to higher register, which is not rare observed during our examination of the K. Yermolayeva's translation of the G. Musso's novel "Call from an Angel". The translator does the tone of the text higher, but tries to give it the flavour of natural usage, adapting it to target language recipient: 1. -Bon sang, que cette théière est lourde [13] So, to recreate in another language, which does not have the same register structure as the source language, an equivalent in the target language, the translator refers to effacing the text strangeness instead of finding atypical forms in the target language: C'est quoi cette embrouille ? pensa-t-il en relisant le SMS. Une blague loufoque de Marcus [13] ? -Що за нісенітниця? -подумав він, перечитуючи смс. Недолугий жарт Маркоса [3, p. 20] ?
Considering the fact that the samples examined in this study were colloquial or informal in tone, this question mainly was related to the degree of the success of the translators in preserving the informal tone or register of the original text: -Tu as pigé, Fangio [13] In some cases the translator should recreate a situation that can be regarded as more or less equivalent. From this outlook, adaptation is a specific kind of situational or occasional equivalence as we can see in the examples below: 1. Elle a travaillé en infiltrée chez les narcos [13] . As a frequent adaptive procedure synonymy is used as an ideal situation to reflect the translator success in correct transference of the source language concepts. It is significant that not all the synonymies in the target texts in question are complete due to the difference in their register. In some cases, the translator decides to sacrifice the connotative meaning for transferring the semantic meaning not preserving the informal tone of the source text [11, p. As can be seen, the colloquial denomination of a car "titine" is rendered with different and more concrete colloquial equivalents in Ukrainian. The translation refers to an identical situation as its source and the Ukrainian equivalents express the same conception of reality (titine "car") with different images (кралечка "beautiful girl"; машинкa "little car"): 1. Conclusions. Finally, it should be pointed out that the socio-cultural adaptive strategy includes linguo-register, socio-communicative, socio-stylistic, linguo-cultural and socio-linguistic translation tactics. Linguo-register tactics involves the use of appropriate adaptives: the replacement of the original register by the same or equivalent register of the target language, the replacement of the lower to the higher register, the replacement of the higher to the lower register. Socio-communicative adaptation provides situational, occasional, variational/synonymous adaptives. Social-figurative equivalent, analogue and calque we distinguish in the arsenal of socio-stylistic adaptation. Socio-linguistic adaptation contains complete and partial formal adaptives and transformations. Notional, conceptual, semantic adaptives fill linguo-cultural adaptation.
We may conclude that socio-cultural and sociolinguistic adaptation may be provided by different techniques depending on the colloquial component variety in the source text, the translator skills and intentions and the target language colloquial resources. Consequently, a translator may use the following procedures: transcription, transliteration, translation by more neutral equivalents, cultural substitution, translation using a loan word, paraphrase, omission, addition, functional equivalence, formal equivalence descriptive translation and others. The procedures may be used, depending on translator's taste, his/her knowledge and his/her faithfulness to the source text. 
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